Questers is a leading tech hub that empowers IT professionals to advance
their career through strategic collaborations with prominent companies from
the UK, Europe and the US. We build dedicated teams in Bulgaria for leading
tech businesses in various industries. Our present client base includes the group
behind some of the most powerful media brands in the English speaking world,
leading FinTech companies, multi-billion-dollar US hedge fund, social media
platforms and a variety of scale-ups rapidly expanding their software services
and products.
Questers currently hosts dozens of remarkable tech teams and employs more
than 200 bright specialists. In 2014, 2017 and 2020 Questers was awarded Top
IT Employer as a result of its belief that high productivity can only be achieved
by motivating, developing and empowering talented people.

Junior C++ Engineer
The role:
The C++ developers maintain our trading/research capabilities in global markets and innovate how we do
them. Some of the most common tasks and projects may include onboarding of new market feed or curating
of existing one to a specific trading strategy, following crucial guidelines such as - small latency during live
trading and prevention of data loss.
Main tech stack: C++ 20, Linux

Your contribution and responsibilities:
§

Designing, developing and optimizing multithreaded systems using C++

§

Integrate the system with other services and databases using rpc or rest apis

§

Assist traders developing trading strategy

§

Maintaining, enhancing Backtest simulator

§

Exploring big-data infrastructure for research

Our ideal teammate has/is:
§

Minimum Bachelor’s in Computer Science, Computer Engineering or equivalent

§

At least 1 year of experience programming in modern C++ (11,14,17,20)

§

Ability to write sizable applications and manage complexity

§

Good algorithmic and problem solving skills

§

Effective communicator and decision maker

Brownie points:
§ Participated in competitive programming contests
§ Knowledge of automated trading system
§ Familiar with Linux kernel
§ Experience with hardware development (e.g. NIC, video card etc.)

How to apply:
If you recognize yourself in this role, please send your CV in English to careers@questers.com
Our super recruiter team would be excited to get in touch if your skillset and experience match the profile
we look for. Of course, all applications will be treated as strictly confidential.
Here at Questers, we hire great people. No matter how you identify and where you’re from, you can belong
here. What’s most important to us is having an inspiring, dynamic team who live our values of collaboration
and excellence every day. And we're completely committed to fostering an open, supportive and inclusive
culture where everyone can focus on just being themselves while also reaching their full potential.

25 Days Paid Leave

Team Bonding Events

www.questers.com

Supplemental Health &
Dental Care

Competitive
Remuneration Package

Excellent Office
Location & Facilities

Relaxing & Gaming
Areas

Exceptional Social
Package & Special
Discounts

Free Bike Parking &
Showers

careers@questers.com

